COST OF LIVING, DISPLACEMENT RESHAPES POLITICS ACROSS REGION

By MIKE BRUNKER

Transportation brings opportunity — and worry.
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Recent closures add to doubts about industry’s long-term viability

By MEAD GRUVER

The shutdown of Blackjewel’s Belle Ayr and Eagle Butte mines in southern Wyoming is adding uncertainty to the Powder River Basin’s energy economy.
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UAW plans for nearly 50,000 GM workers to go on strike

By NEIL E. BOUDETTE

The United Automobile Workers union says it was going on strike at General Motors Monday.
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Trump denies Pompeo’s claim it was behind blast at key facility

By HENRY FABICH, SARAH SLEZAK THOMPSON

President Donald Trump said Monday that the United States was not responsible for the attack.
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Trump unlocks reserves from Saudi oil

By ERIN CUNNINGHAM

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo reversed an earlier policy that had derailed more than two months ago.
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